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The SUP met October 21/22 at the SSC. This meeting occurs 2.2 years
following launch with an estimated 3.3 years remaining in the
cryogenic mission. The observatory is operating at near peak
efficiency with all systems still functioning on their first string of
redundancy. Through careful engineering and planning SSC continues to
squeeze additional hours from spacecraft calibration and overhead for
return to the science pool. In the second year of the
mission SSC anticipated scheduling 6500 hours of science observing
time but in the end delivered 6925. Careful management of observatory
temperature, particularly the execution of "warm" MIPS campaigns
promises to extend the cryogenic mission and thus add additional net
hours of science time.
The Spitzer data archive is stable and functional with users accessing
250GBy weekly from the archive. Software updates are appearing at
regular intervals and are being applied to the archived data. The BCD
and post-BCD products have matured to the point that, with a few
exceptions, scientifically mature data products are populating the
archive. Resources devoted to development and validation of user
post-BCD software are increasing along with efforts to maintain these
packages across popular software platforms. The GO program is now
well established with Cycle 2 observations being routinely scheduled
and the Cycle 3 call for proposals pending (now issued). Spitzer
press releases not only appear regularly, but also are picked up as
leading stories in the popular press highlighting not just the
quantity, but the quality, of the Spitzer public affairs effort and
scientific output. Overall the SSC continues to serve the user
community well at all levels.
Specific SUP issues:

1) Informing users of data features and potential traps
As SSC data products become more refined, and thus as users become
more comfortable with BCD and post-BCD products representing nearly
"science ready" results, it becomes vitally important the users are
made aware of limitations of the data, particularly any quirks or
potential traps (for example the 14 $\mu$m "teardrop" in IRS low
resolution data, or the "lost light" problem in the long-wavelength
IRAC channels). Currently, workshops provide an effective, but
limited, means of reaching users with this information. The SUP urges
the SSC to make information about data "caveats" readily and visibly
accessible, ideally at a single web location, and confront users with
the
availability of this information whenever possible.
The existing instrument and general observers mailing lists should be
kept active and updated regarding these issues. SSC might consider
adding successful proposers to instrument mailing lists automatically
based on AOR.
2)

IRS and extended sources

A polling of users prior to this meeting yielded several comments

regarding difficulties in the reduction and calibration of IRS data
where the targets were extended sources. Discussion of this
particular issue at the SUP meeting further illuminated the
potentially intractable nature of the IRS extended source data
reduction. We are left with members of the user community
describing themselves as "at sea" and "with no idea what to do"
while facing a data reduction issue that SSC regards as being of the
greatest difficulty. This issue thus straddles the borderline
between algorithm research and user support and, although users can
dream of receiving a turnkey package from SSC that will solve the
problem, the truth is that progress will come from active analysis
within and communication between the user and SSC communities.
Since no closed solution to the problem will be forthcoming either
overnight or possibly into the indefinite future, the SUP urges SSC
to take steps to
a) make as much fundamental calibration data which addresses
this particular issue available to users.
b) encourage active discussion amongst users with this genre
of data with the aim of engaging users, who would otherwise
prefer to be passive, in the pursuit of mitigating/
understanding the issues involved.
c) discourage submission of these proposals or at least make
proposers fully aware of the difficulties which will lie
ahead (possibly by encouraging contact with active users of
this mode). Users reporting to the SUP noted that they felt
they were not forewarned of the difficulties that they
encountered and that they would have designed their observing
strategies/target selection differently to avoid the worst of
the extended source issues.
3)

NVO compatibility of the data archive
Although IRSA will ultimately have responsibility for integrating
the Spitzer archive with the activities of the National Virtual
Observatory, it was not clear to the SUP that the active population

of
the archive, both by the SSC and with Legacy data products, is
fully accounting for its future digestion by NVO. The SUP requests
that SSC address this concern at its next meeting.
4) Long term planning
The end of the Spitzer cryogenic mission is still over 3 years
away, but close enough that post-cryogenic mission plans
will influence the strategy for larger programs as early as Cycle 3
and certainly in Cycle 4. The SUP understands that SSC
is already planning for these late-term issues, but wishes
to underscore
1) the importance of establishing plans for finalizing the
configuration of the Spitzer archive and plans for supporting
archival research in the post-cryogenic era.
2) the need to keep the user community well informed and
involved in the proposing/planning process for
an IRAC Band 1/2 post-cryogenic mission.

5) Pipeline metrics and validation data
The BCD and post-BCD pipelines are producing refined data products
of high quality. Although these products can be further improved,
at some point the gains become marginal. It was not clear to the
SUP that there existed a set of performance specifications or
objectives that could be used to gauge the need for allocating
resources to the continued development of the various pipelines.
In addition, since system features and quirks often arise and drive
software development such specifications for each pipeline should
be accompanied by an actively-updated publically-available
list of open issues remaining to be addressed.
The SUP also suggests that SSC maintain a public archive of the
validation data which were used to characterize the performance of
each pipeline release. Some users would like to have a quantitative
basis to judge how each new software release improves upon its
predecessor. The pipeline history files should not only list
specific changes to the pipeline but, where appropriate, the
effect/improvement that a given modification was to have addressed.

6) Source extractions.
The previous SUP report noted "the original expectation that BCD
products would contain source extractions has yet to be realized.
The ability to extract sources from Spitzer images continues to be a
lagging feature of the post-BCD suite, and significant benefits
would accrue from users being able to consistently extract source
fluxes with a validated piece of post-BCD software." The SUP
discussed the issue of source extraction and of providing source
extractions as a post-BCD product again at this meeting. Although
SSC reported progress in validating the output of the APEX source
extractor so that source extractions could soon be included as a
post-BCD product, SSC management expressed significant reservation
concerning the implications of including SSC-generated source
extractions in data products and asserted a strong preference for
not doing so. SSC expressed the concern that source lists produced
by SSC could be viewed as "catalogs" by the users - especially if
introduced now in mid-mission. From that perspective, such lists
would
have to be highly reliable and complete and would require a
robust characterization of the "catalog's" properties.
The resources for such extensive characterization of the source list
properties are not available. Reluctantly, the SUP must agree that,
in some sense, the opportunity for releasing source extractions with
image data has been missed - the delivery of source lists being more
benign if they had been considered a "reference" data file
associated with post-BCD data from early in the mission. This
agreement with SSC's position on the matter, however, does not mean
that the development and characterization of source extraction tools
at SSC should receive lower priority. If anything it places the
burden on SSC to provide the well-characterized easily-used post-BCD
source extraction software so that users can take responsibility for
generating reliable source lists on their own.
7) Theory/Archival proposal funding

SSC has suggested reducing the proportion of funding allocated to the
archive/theory programs to 5% from its current 10% level. The SUP
feels strongly that funding for archive/theory should not decrease.
The richness of Spitzer archival data, not to mention its value to
exploiting the remainder of the cryogenic mission should not be
discounted. Similarly, theoretical modeling of appropriate
astrophysical systems also guides the focus of future proposals. SSC
appropriately emphasizes the need to devote a significant portion of
the available funds to primary scientific analysis of observations as
they occur. The SUP feels, however, that halving the current
theory/archive work for a relatively small proportional gain in
funding other activities is not appropriate.
8) Lack of EPO funding
In response to budget reductions in the last year SSC no longer can
support an EPO component to GO proposals. The SUP supported this
decision in its last report as the most palatable of several budget
reduction choices. Nevertheless, the SUP still recognizes the
importance of public outreach and the fundamental obligation the
Spitzer community has to share the intellectual wealth of the
Spitzer program with the general public which has funded the
enterprise. When possible, SSC should encourage and facilitate GO
and GTO interaction with the public even in the absence of explicit
funding for this activity for observers. Such actions could include
- a letter from the SSC director underscoring the value of GO
public outreach and, given the current state of funding for EPO,
encouraging "volunteerism" within the community to compensate
for the lack of funding.
- packaging and advertisement of downloadable 8"x11" public-oriented
fact
sheets (along with existing press release images) which
highlight Spitzer science and Spitzer results and could be
printed by a GO to support an outreach visit.
- explicit mention of public outreach in the in the Call for
Proposals both as general encouragement and as an optional item
to be cited in the "Status of Existing Observing Programs"
section of a proposal.

